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Tau, a family of microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), stabilizes microtubules (MTs) and regulates
their dynamics. Tau isoforms regulate MT dynamic instability differently: 3-repeat tau is less effective
than 4-repeat tau at suppressing the disassembly of MTs. Here, we report another tau-isoform-dependent
phenomenon, revealed by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching measurements on a BODIPY-con-
jugated taxol bound to MTs. Saturating levels of recombinant full-length 3-repeat and 4-repeat tau both
cause taxol mobility to be remarkably sensitive to taxol concentration. However, 3-repeat tau induces
2.5-fold faster recovery (�450 s) at low taxol concentrations (�100 nM) than 4-repeat tau (�1000 s),
indicating that 3-repeat tau decreases the probability of taxol rebinding to its site in the MT lumen. Find-
ing no tau-induced change in the MT-binding affinity of taxol, we conclude that 3-repeat tau either com-
petes for the taxol binding site with an affinity of �1 lM or alters the MT structure so as to facilitate the
passage of taxol through pores in the MT wall.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The microtubule (MT) is a hollow, crystalline assembly of the
heterodimeric a,b-tubulin protein and the stiffest element of the
cellular skeleton [1]. Many important cellular functions of MTs,
including mitosis and locomotion, depend on the regulation of dy-
namic instability by microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) [2].
Tau is one of several MAPs that stabilize MT dynamics. Tau has re-
ceived a great deal of attention since it was discovered to be the
major constituent of neurofibrillary tangles that are the hallmark
of a variety of neurodegenerative diseases [3–5]. The prospect of
clarifying the origins of these diseases motivates much research
into the mechanism of tau’s MT-stabilizing effect.

Tau is a soluble and natively unfolded polypeptide in solution
[6,7] that acquires structure as it binds the microtubule [8]. Its
MT-binding domain contains either three or four conserved repeat
sequences, strongly suggesting that a single molecule of tau
bridges multiple dimers in the MT lattice [9]. Exactly where tau
binds on the MT exterior remains to be resolved [10–12]. Recent
experiments indicate that tau can also bind to the MT interior, at
a location on near b-tubulin that overlaps the binding site for taxol
[13].
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ubule-associated proteins.
Taxol is a small, hydrophobic molecule that has proven to be an
effective therapeutic for certain cancers due to its MT-stabilizing
properties [14,15]. MT-mediated interactions between taxol and
tau may point to a common mechanism of MT stabilization, which
could shed light on the mechanism of MT dynamics as well as im-
prove clinical protocols. To date there are four types of evidence: (i)
taxol displaces weakly bound tau from MTs in vitro [13]; (ii) taxol
mobility becomes sensitive to taxol concentration in tau-saturated
MTs in vitro [16]; (iii) taxol causes detachment of tau from MTs in
vivo [17]; and (iv) taxol restores tau-linked functions, like axonal
transport, in neurodegenerative thauopathies [18].

Given that different isoforms of tau have different effects on MT
dynamics both in vitro and in vivo [19,20], it is natural to ask
whether the interaction between taxol and tau evidenced above
is isoform-specific. Evidence of type (i) reveals differences that cor-
relate most strongly with the presence or absence of one of the
conserved peptide repeats and its adjoining sequence in the C-ter-
minal half of the protein [13].

Here, we document yet another isoform-specific effect of tau on
MTs by studying the mobility of taxol. These experiments use a
taxol analog with a fluorescent label and measure fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) on tau-decorated MTs. The
results reveal a significant quantitative and qualitative difference
between isoforms with three (3rTau) or four (4rTau) of the C-ter-
minal repeats. At low taxol concentrations, 3rTau speeds taxol’s
recovery nearly 2.5-fold, while 4rTau has no discernable effect.

To interpret this result, we model how recovery relates to taxol-
binding kinetics using a first-order reaction scheme. The model
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motivates further experiments, which rule out explanations based
on a tau-dependent change in the MT-binding affinity of taxol or
changes in the large-scale structure of the MTs. We conclude that
3rTau interferes locally with the accessibility of the taxol site for
re-binding and discuss possible mechanisms.
Fig. 1. Mean intensity (open circles) vs. time in a region-of-interest (ROI) that
includes the bleached spot on a microtubule bundle around sephadex beads (dark
area). The data fit a single exponential (solid line) of the form, I(t) = I1 � I0 exp(�t/
sR). For this sample (300 nM botax, 2.5 mg/ml tubulin and 1:1 3rTau:tubulin), the
recovery time sR is 331 ± 8 s. Images exemplify the raw data.
Materials and methods

Tau

Recombinant full-length adult human brain 3-repeat tau and 4-
repeat tau were the kind gifts of Dr. Stuart Feinstein (University of
California, Santa Barbara). Both were purified by the procedures
described in [20] from Rosetta (DE3) pLacI cells induced with
1 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside. Stock tau concentrations
were determined by the Bradford assay in comparison with a tau
standard. The latter was established by SDS–PAGE and Coomassie
blue staining (Pierce, Rockford, IL) against a primary tau standard,
calibrated by mass spectrometry.

Stock tau solutions were stored at �20 �C in BRB-80 buffer
(80 mM Pipes, pH 6.8, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgSO4 and 10% b-
mercaptoethanol) and then kept for 10 min at room temperature
and vortexed before use.

Microtubules and taxol with tau

Microtubules (MTs) were prepared by first mixing 5 lL of 5 mg/
mL bovine brain tubulin (Cytoskeleton, Denver, CO) with 4 mg/mL
110 kDa dextran (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) in G-PEM buffer
(1 mM GTP, 100 mM Na-Pipes, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2, 5% (w/
w) glycerol, pH 6.8) and then incubating for 20 min at 37 �C. These
assembly conditions are known to yield well-formed MTs [21], as
we verified by TEM (see below).

Red-orange fluorescent BODIPY� 564/570 paclitaxel (Molecu-
lar Probes, Eugene, OR), here in referred to as botax, was hydrated
in 100% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) to a stock concentration of
100 lM. To keep DMSO at less than 10% in the final solution,
the highest concentration of free taxol, 5 lM, was made using
75% unlabeled taxol (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 25% botax. Botax
was diluted in G-PEM with 4 mg/mL 110 kDa dextran before
being added to the MT samples, which were incubated again at
the same temperature for the same amount of time. (Addition
of botax was calculated to result in the desired concentration
(100 � 104 nM) free in solution [22] and later verified in situ as
described below.)

Lastly, 3rTau was mixed with the botax–MT solution to yield a
molar ratio of either 1:3 or 1:1 tau-to-tubulin, the resulting solu-
tion was again incubated for 20 min at 37 �C. In all cases, the final
concentration of tubulin was 2.5 mg/ml (�22.7 lM).

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)

Briefly, inside a flow cell made of a coverslip, slide and parafilm
gasket, melted G75 Sephadex beads (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) stick to
the slide and swell to an average size of 40–120 lm when wet.
Sample solution is inserted using capillary flow and MTs collect
and align around the Sephadex beads. The botax bound to aligned
MTs loses its fluorescence (bleaches) when exposed to focused
light from a mercury arc lamp (100 W).

During FRAP, epifluorescence images were recorded every few
decimal seconds using a shutter (Uniblitz, Rochester, NY) to
avoid unnecessary bleaching. Taxol (size �1 nm) is small enough
to diffuse freely through pores in the beads. MTs (diameter
�25 nm) are excluded. The concentration of free botax was
determined to within ±26% by measuring the fluorescence inten-
sity in situ at the center of a bead, 20 lm above the coverslip,
using a cooled CCD camera (Cooke Corp, Romulus, MI) and com-
paring to standard botax solutions in a similar flow cell without
MTs (50–5000 nM).

Images were analyzed using ImageJ (NIH, ver. 1.32j). First, a cir-
cular region-of-interest (ROI) was selected around the bleached
spot. Then, mean intensity outside the ROI was subtracted from
the mean intensity inside the ROI, to correct for any bleaching dur-
ing data collection, and plotted against time. All plots were well fit
by a single exponential

IðtÞ ¼ ðI1 � IoÞ � exp �t=sRð Þ ð1Þ

where I1 represents the amplitude at infinite time, Io is the ampli-
tude difference between t = 0 and infinite time and sR is the recov-
ery time (Fig. 1).

In these experiments, the signal is dominated by bound botax.
Diffusion of free botax is not directly observed because the fluores-
cence intensity of botax increases dramatically upon binding to
MTs (see Results).

Microtubule bundles

Early experiments, performed without Tau, demonstrated
that botax recovery was very sensitive to the density of aligned
MTs [22]. The presence of even a small amount of tau (e.g.,
1:50 molar ratio with tubulin) separates aligned MTs and re-
sults in recovery times that are reproducible throughout a given
sample [16].

It has been suggested that the separation between aligned MTs
may be due to stiff tau–tau cross-bridges that form between micro-
tubules [23]. We checked, however, that in the absence of dextran,
flow-aligned MTs appear equally diffuse with or without full-
length 3rTau (Fig. 2). This observation, that tau alone does not
compactify MTs, supports the hypothesis that the N-terminal do-
mains mediate a purely repulsive interaction under our conditions
and, like bristles in a polymer brush, separate MTs via their time-
averaged steric hindrance [24].



Fig. 2. Microtubules fluorescently labeled with botax and flow-aligned around sephadex beads (a) without both 110 kDa dextran (�) and 3rTau (�), (b) without dextran (�)
but with 1:3 molar ratio of 3rTau to tubulin (+), (c) with dextran (+) but without 3rTau (�) and (d) with both dextran (+) and 1:3 3rTau (+).
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Fluorimetry

Fluorimetry was performed in 40 lL quartz cuvettes (Starna,
Atascadero, CA) using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Cary
Eclipse, Palo Alto, CA) set to an excitation wavelength of 540 nm
and scanning the detection wavelength from 550 to 600 nm, using
5-nm slits in both light paths and 1 nm/s scan rate. The photomul-
tiplier detector tube was set to 500 V.

Comparison of fluorescence emission from free botax and MT-
bound botax was made using two 50-lL samples of 5 lM botax
in G-PEM with 4 mg/ml 110 kDa dextran, one with and one with-
out 20 lM polymerized tubulin.

Measurements of botax displacement by unlabeled taxol or
3rTau, were made using 50 lL samples of 5 lM botax and 20 lM
polymerized tubulin in G-PEM with dextran, to which 2.3 lL of
either 1100 lM unlabled taxol or 167 lM 3rTau (1:3 tau-to-tubu-
lin) was added (yielding final concentrations of 4.8 lM botax,
19 lM tubulin and 48 lM taxol or 7.3 lM tau).

Transmission electron microscopy

MTs with or without botax and with or without full-length iso-
forms of either 3r or 4rTau were prepared in the same way as for
FRAP and sedimented at 16,000g for 1 h. MT pellets were fixed
for 1 h at room temperature in 2% glutaraldehyde, post-fixed for
another 1 h with 1% osmium tetraoxide in BRB 80 and then stained
overnight in 1% aqueous uranyl acetate. Fixed MT samples were
dehydrated with acetone (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%), embedded in
Spurr’s resin (Polyscience Inc., Niles, IL) and incubated for 2 days
at 80 �C. All embedded pellets were sectioned into 100-nm-thick
slices on an ultramicrotome. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) on these thin-sections was done on a JEM-12330 (JEOL
Ltd., Japan) operating at 80 kV. Images were taken at 80,000�mag-
nification. Over 800 MTs were counted for each condition and clas-
sified as close tubes, hooked tubes, open tubes or bowties.

Results and discussion

The possibility that the MT-mediated interference between
taxol and tau might be tau-isoform-specific was most strongly
suggested by the existence of tau-isoform-dependent influences
on MT dynamic instability [13,19,20]. Because the interaction is
predicated on microtubule binding, we focused on tau isoforms
that differ in their C-terminal binding domain. Here, we report
an isoform-specific effect of tau on the mobility of botax (a fluores-
cent analog of taxol) among tau-decorated MTs using fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP).

FRAP measures botax mobility

Our FRAP measures the amount of fluorescent botax bound to
MTs in a region of interest over time. Because the fluorescence sig-
nal of free botax is overwhelmed by that of bound botax, the recov-
ery displays single-exponential kinetics with a characteristic time,
sR (Fig. 1).

FRAP is sensitive to changes in botax mobility, which is a func-
tion of diffusion, confinement and binding. To understand how
fluorescence recovery depends on botax mobility, we consider a
first-order botax-binding reaction scheme:

botaxunbleached
free  k

�

botaxbleached
free þMTempty ¡

kon

koff

botaxbleached
bound

where we assume kon and koff, the rates of botax association and dis-
sociation to and from an empty site on the MT interior, are indepen-
dent of the state of the fluorophore, and k*, the rate at which free
(unbound) bleached botax is replaced by free fluorescent
(unbleached) botax in the MT lumen, is irreversible because

botaxbleached
free

h i
outside the MT is negligible.Because free botax inside

the MT is in equilibrium with botax outside the MT at all times, and
because the bleached spot profile, which was approximately gauss-
ian, did not increase in width over time (data not shown), k* is
essentially the rate at which botax passes through the pores in
the MT wall, k* = kout = �kin.

This manner of characterizing the confinement of botax im-
posed by the microtubule wall in terms of a rate constant (e.g., kout)
is justified only if characteristic time scales extracted from the data
are slow compared to the time scale for diffusion across the
bleached spot, tdiffusion = r2/4D. Given the diffusion constant of
taxol, D � 100 lm2/s, and the typical bleach spot radius, r � 20 lm,
in our experiment tdiffusion � 1 s is indeed two to three orders of
magnitude faster than recovery.

Differential equations derived from the reaction scheme above
describe how both free and bound concentrations of bleached
botax change over time:
d
dt

botaxfree½ � ¼ koff botaxbound½ � � kon MTempty
� �

botaxfree½ �

� kout½pores� botaxfree½ � ð2Þ

d
dt

botaxbound½ � ¼ �koff botaxbound½ � þ kon MTempty
� �

botaxfree½ � ð3Þ

To interpret FRAP, we determine the time course of bound fluo-
rescent botax by solving Eqs. (2) and (3) simultaneously. We sim-
plify the equations by rewriting [MTempty] in terms of the
concentration of binding sites inside the MT,

½sites� ¼ #b-tubulin
volume

¼ 2pRL=a

pR2L
¼ 2

aR
; ð4Þ

multiplied by hni, the proportion of empty binding sites to total
binding sites

hni ¼
MTempty
� �

MTempty
� �

þ botaxbound½ �
¼ 1þ botaxbound½ �

MTempty
� �

" #�1

¼ 1þ botaxfree½ �
KD

� ��1

; ð5Þ
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where KD is the equilibrium dissociation constant for botax binding
the MT, R is the microtubule inner radius (�8 nm) and a is the sur-
face area per tubulin dimer (�32 nm2). We set [pores] equal to
[sites] because, although each tubulin dimer creates two pores, it
has recently been determined that only one is big enough to allow
botax to pass [25]. Thus, Eqs. (2) and (3) become

d
dt

botaxfree½ � ¼ koff botaxbound½ � � 2
aR

konhni botaxfree½ �

� 2
aR

kout botaxfree½ � ð20Þ

d
dt

botaxbound½ � ¼ �koff botaxbound½ � þ 2
aR

konhni botaxfree½ � ð30 Þ

Their solution is straightforward (see Supplementary material)
using Laplace transforms and assuming (i) ½botaxbound� follows a
simple exponential decay and (ii) equilibration across the MT wall
is relatively fast, 2kout=aR?1=sR. Assumption (i) is consistent with
our observations. Assumption (ii) is justified by the high density of
pores along the MT wall (P10 mM), which allows botax to escape
the lumen faster than the fastest recovery time.

The resulting characteristic time for recovery of bound bleached
botax depends on the reaction rates and the proportion of empty
binding sites as
Fig. 3. Recovery time for botax fluorescence on microtubule bundles was measured as fu
and C) and 4rTau (B and D) at the lowest concentrations of free botax but unaffected a
symbols) are compared with data taken in the absence of tau (A and B: open symbols) an
D: crossed symbols). Data represented as squares are reproduced from. Curves are least sq
in Table 1.
sR � k�1
off 1þ kon

kout
hni

� �
ð6Þ

Note that, as expected, recovery is fastest at high concentrations
of free botax, when sites are fully occupied (i.e., hni ! 0). In this
case, dissociation is the rate-limiting step. In the opposite limit
(i.e., hni ! 1), sites are rarely occupied and the time for recovery
depends on the relative rates for binding and escaping, as given
by the ratio kon/kout. If kon >> kout, bleached molecules that dissoci-
ate from a taxol-binding site are likely to rebind before re-equili-
brating with fluorescent botax in solution, making recovery
slower. If kon << kout, bleached molecules are replaced by
unbleached molecules before they have a chance to rebind, making
recovery faster.

Botax mobility in the high- and low-concentration regimes

Recovery times of botax in the absence of tau range from 250 to
1000 s as total botax concentration decreases (Fig. 3A).

In the limit of high botax concentrations, recovery is rate-lim-
ited by dissociation from MTs. Accordingly, at P1 lM free botax
concentration, the recovery time is �250 s for all conditions tested
(Fig. 3) and its inverse measures the microscopic dissociation rate
of botax, koff � 4 � 10�3 s�1. This dissociation rate is similar to that
of another fluorescent taxol, Flutax-1, koff � 5 � 10�3 s�1, as mea-
sured by fluorescence anisotropy [26].
nction of free botax concentration. Recovery time is affected differently by 3rTau (A
t the highest concentrations. Data taken at a molar ratio of 1:1 Tau:tubulin (filled
d at intermediate molar ratios of 1:3 of 3rTau:tubulin and 1:10 4rTau:tubulin (C and
uares fits to the kinetic model, Eq. (7), discussed in the text. Fit parameters are listed



Table 1
Kinetic constants of dissociation (koff) passage (kout) and Effective dissociation constant (KD

*) for botax binding to microtubule

No Tau 3-Repeat Tau:Tubulin 4-Repeat Tau:Tubulina

1:3 1:1 1:10 1:1
1 1 1 1 1

koff (s�1) 294 ± 79 245 ± 6 205 ± 11 305 ± 113 203 ± 28
kout (103 M�1 s�1) 5.6 ± 1.4 9.8 ± 0.2 26.0 ± 3.0 5.2 ± 1.0 5.3 ± 0.2
nH 1.5 ± 0.7 3.3 ± 0.2 9.6 ± 5.0 4.9 ± 8.2 15.5 ± 3.9
KD

* (nM) 330 ± 125 355 ± 10 391 ± 30 332 ± 138 461 ± 7

a Data from Ref. [16] fit with Eq. (7).

Fig. 4. Recovery time of botax on MT bundle was measured as a function of 3r or
4rTau to tubulin ratio from 0:1 to 1:1 at 100 nM free botax concentration (3rTau:
filled circle, 4rTau: open triangle). The dashed line represents the recovery time
when 3rTau binds to taxol site with botax on MTs with 1 lM binding affinity (KTau�

D ).
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As botax concentration decreases, the recovery time increases.
However, instead of increasing monotonically, as would be ex-
pected in a diffusion-limited regime, at 6100 nM free botax con-
centration, the recovery time is �1000 s independent of
concentration. In this regime, recovery is rate-limited by rebinding,
rather than diffusion. That is 4 times slower than dissociation im-
plies that taxol rebinds�4 times before it escapes though the pores
in the MT wall and constrains the ratio of kon/kout in our model.

A Hill coefficient is needed to capture sensitivity to botax
concentration in the presence of Tau

The model summarized in Eq. (5) fits the data only in the
absence of tau. As previously observed for 4rTau [16], the pres-
ence of 3rTau causes the recovery time to become sensitive to
taxol concentration. To fit the data, it suffices to introduce a
Hill coefficient, nH, in the dependence of hni on taxol concentra-
tion [27]

s�R � k�1
off 1þ kon

kout
1þ botaxfree½ �

K�D

� �nH
� ��1

 !
ð7Þ

All data were fitted with Eq. (6) and parameters koff, kout, K�D and n H

are listed in Table 1.
Although this functional form is empirical, the fitted parameters

provide clues to help inform further modeling. First, in the absence
of tau, fitting with Eq. (6) yields a Hill coefficient consistent with nH

�1, indicating that cooperativity is weak or non-existent on bare
MTs. Second, the Hill coefficient increases as the concentration of
either tau isoform increases, although not as much in the case of
3rTau as compared to 4rTau. Third, both the dissociation rate, koff,
and the effective dissociation constant, KD

*, are similar in all cases.
The latter is especially interesting because the fitted value,
KD

* � 300 nM differs markedly from that of the equilibrium disso-
ciation constant, KD � 2 lM. More elaborate modeling is needed to
explain this discrepancy. We defer this to future work and focus
here on isoform-dependent effects.

Tau isoform dependence on taxol mobility

Tau isoforms have either three or four conserved peptide re-
peats (R1, R2, R3 and R4) in their C-terminal domain. 3rTau iso-
forms lack R2 and the region that separates it from R1 [19]. As a
result, their MT-binding affinity is �3-fold less than that of 4rTau
isoforms (�0.1 lM) [9]. We therefore made measurements with
3rTau at a molar ratio of 1:3 tau:tubulin for comparison to mea-
surements made with 4rTau at a molar ratio of 1:10 tau:tubulin
[16]. Under our reaction conditions (>10 lM tubulin) such molar
ratios are expected to fully saturate the MTs with tau [28]. How-
ever, it is known that over-saturating levels of tau continue to bind
MTs [29,30] and botax mobility in the presence of a 1:1 molar ratio
of 4rTau:tubulin is strikingly different than in the presence of a
1:10 molar ratio [16]. Therefore, we made measurements with
3rTau at a molar ratio of 1:1 tau:tubulin, as well.
The effects of 3rTau and 4rTau on botax mobility are compared
in Fig. 3. At high concentrations of free botax, the recovery time, sR

�250 s, is the same with or without either 3rTau or 4rTau. Thus,
dissociation of botax is unaffected by either tau isoform. In the ab-
sence of tau, as botax concentration decreases, the increase in sR is
gradual, but in the presence of either 3rTau or 4rTau, it becomes
sensitive to free botax concentration around 300 nM. The sensitiv-
ity is greater at the higher molar ratio of tau:tubulin for both iso-
forms (Fig. 3C and D), but much more so in the case of 4rTau.

The most remarkable difference in the effects of 3rTau and
4rTau occurs at low botax concentrations. In this regime, botax
recovery in the presence of 4rTau is as slow as in the absence of
tau (�1000 s) but recovery in the presence of 3rTau at a 1:1 molar
ratio with tubulin is nearly 2.5 times faster (�450 s) (Fig. 3A and B).
Measurements at a 1:3 molar ratio indicated that this effect is a
function of 3rTau concentration, and were therefore repeated at
molar ratios ranging from 1:100 to 1:1 with 100 nM free botax
concentration (Fig. 4). The effect was first detected at a 1:10 molar
ratio and becomes more pronounced upon further addition of
3rTau. This onset is well above the physiological molar ratio of
tau to tubulin (�1:17 as measured in PC12 neurons [31]).

Mechanisms of fast recovery

In the low botax concentration regime, recovery is rate-limited
by the concentration-independent relative probabilities for rebind-
ing versus escaping the MT lumen. The most dramatic isoform-
dependent effect is seen in this regime. In either the absence of



Fig. 5. Measurement of botax-binding affinity, KD, for microtubules (MTs) as
measured by the free botax concentration that resulted from different total
concentrations of botax added. Data taken in the absence of tau, 1:3 3rTau:tubulin
and 1:1 3rTau:tubulin are fit together using the function KD 	 [MTempty][botaxfree]/
[botaxbound] = (f � [tubulintotal] � [(botaxtotal � botaxfree)])[botaxfree]/[botaxtotal �
botaxfree], with f as polymerization rate 0.95 and KD as the only free parameter.
Solid lines are least-squares best fits yielding KD = 2.3 lM ± 0.2.
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tau or the presence of 1:1 4rTau:tubulin, recovery takes four times
longer than dissociation. In the presence of 1:1 3rTau:tubulin, it is
much faster—only about two dissociation times. Thus, 3rTau
greatly reduces the probability for botax rebinding.

We consider three possible mechanisms to explain fast recovery
at low botax concentrations: (i) 3rTau decreases the botax-binding
affinity of botax; (ii) 3rTau competes with botax for its binding site
on the MT; (iii) 3rTau changes the MT structure so as to increase
kout.

(i) Affinity of botax for microtubule is unaffected by Tau

Given that koff is unaffected by tau (Fig. 3), if 3rTau speeds
recovery by altering botax affinity, it must decrease kon (Eq. (6)).
For example, to explain the measured 450 s recovery time at
Fig. 6. (A) Comparison of fluorescence emission spectra of botax free in solution (dotte
20 lM tubulin); (B and C) Time series of fluorescence emission spectra of botax on
concentration) or (C) 3rTau (1:3 final molar ratio with tubulin).

KTau�

D ¼
½sites� � botaxbound½ � � Tauinner

bound

h i� 	
� Tautotal½ � � Tauouter

bound

� �
� T
h�

Tauinner
bound

h i
100 nM free botax with a 1:1 ratio of 3rTau:tubulin by a change
in botax affinity, implies KD = 10 lM—a 4-fold reduction.

We used fluorimetry under the microscope to quantify free bo-
tax and determine whether botax affinity was changed by 3rTau
(see Materials and methods). We found KD = 2.3 ± 0.2 lM (Fig. 5),
the same as measured in bulk on GDP-tubulin in either the absence
or the presence of 4rTau [16]. This result is also consistent with
stopped-flow experiments, which found 4rTau does not alter taxol
kinetics [32].

We therefore exclude changes in affinity as a possible explana-
tion for the fast recovery observed in the presence of 3rTau.

(ii) 3rTau may compete for taxol-binding sites

The presence of 3rTau could speed recovery by binding directly
to the botax-binding site, decreasing the number of available bind-
ing sites and thereby decreasing the probability of botax re-
binding.

The possibility that 3rTau competes for taxol-binding sites is
suggested by two recent results. It has been shown that a saturat-
ing concentration of taxol can reduce the amount of bound tau—an
effect that is more pronounced for 3rTau than 4rTau [13]. It has
also been observed that taxol induces tau detachment from MTs
when tau is highly expressed in vivo [17]. Both results imply that
tau loses to taxol in a competition for MT binding sites.

Our data show that recovery time decreases gradually as the
molar ratio of 3rTau to tubulin increases [4]. In the competition
scenario, the corresponding decrease in the proportion of available
binding sites hni at each molar ratio of tau to tubulin can be quan-
tified by comparison with recovery times measured in the absence
of tau (Fig. 3A).

If 3rTau competes for taxol binding sites, we can write down
equilibrium equations for botax and tau binding to either outer
and/or inner sites on the MTs, respectively.

Kbotax
D ¼

½sites� � botaxbound½ � � Tauinner
bound

h i� 	
� botaxtotal½ � � botaxbound½ �ð Þ

botaxbound½ �
ð8Þ

KTau
D ¼

½sites� � Tauouter
bound

� �
 �
� Tautotal½ � � Tauouter

bound

� �
� Tauinner

bound

h i� 	
Tauouter

bound

� �
ð9Þ
d line, 5 lM botax) and fully bound to microtubules (dashed line, 5 lM botax with
microtubules following the addition of either (B) unlabeled taxol (48 lM final

auinner
bound

i	
ð10Þ



Fig. 7. Structure of MTs polymerized with no botax and no Tau as control, with no
tau and either 1:1 ratio of 3rTau or 4rTau in the presence of 100 nM botax (4% sites
are filled: yellow box) and with no tau and either 1:1 ratio of 3rTau or 4rTau in the
presence of 5 lM botax (70% filled: purple box), were classified as closed tubes (O),
hooks (r), opened tube (S) or bowties (1). Pictures on the left side of graph were
taken under transmission electron microscopy at 80 kV. Number of MTs counted
was >800 for each condition. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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In Eqs. (9) and (10), we assume that one 3rTau only binds either to
the outside of the MT or to the taxol-binding site in MT lumen. The
bulk affinities of botax for the taxol site and tau for the outside of
the MT are known (Kbotax

D �2.3 lM and KTau
D �0.3 lM)[9]. Using

these values, we tested various affinities (KTau�

D ) of 3rTau for the tax-
ol site to solve Eqs. (8)–(10) simultaneously and compared the
predicted occupancy of inner sites, ð½botaxbound� þ ½Tauinner

bound�Þ=
½sites� ¼ 1� hni, with the one implied by the recovery time at each
3rTau concentration for the case of 100 nM free botax. The best fit
to the data (dashed line in Fig. 4), as measured by the RMS standard
deviation of the errors, occurs with KTau�

D � 1 lM, although the qual-
ity of the fit would benefit from more elaborate modeling.

We sought further evidence of competition by fluorimetry. If
3rTau binds to the taxol site, it would displace botax and then leads
to a decrease in fluorescence. Based on the KTau�

D � 1 lM suggested
above, the increase in free botax concentration expected upon add-
ing a 1:1 ratio of tau to MTs in 100 nM of free botax is only 6%, well
below our sensitivity (�26%) under the microscope. We therefore
performed a direct competition for taxol sites, first verifying our
approach using paclitaxel, a ligand similar to botax but without
the fluorescent label. Addition of paclitaxel reduced the peak fluo-
rescence intensity of botax at equilibrium as expected (see Supple-
mentary material) (Fig. 6B). Addition of a 1:3 3rTau:tubulin ratio to
botax-bound MTs resulted in no perceptible reduction (<10%) of
fluorescence (Fig. 6C). This observation reinforces the absence of
any effect on botax affinity, discussed in connection with mecha-
nism (i). However, limitations on the quantity of 3rTau, combined
with intensity demands of the fluorimeter make for a relatively
weak constraint on competition, KTau�

D > 10 nM, consistent with
the results above.

(iii) Tau stabilizes tube structure, but it may change pores

A third possible mechanism by which 3rTau could speed recov-
ery would be if it induces a structural change in the MT that in-
creases in kout, the rate at which taxol escapes the MT lumen.

It is well known that taxol can cause open MTs to form [33].
To see whether 3rTau also causes open tubes, we looked by
TEM at cross sections of MTs that were prepared in the same
way as for FRAP (Fig. 7). For all conditions, over 90% of MTs were
in closed tube form. The small numbers of imperfect MTs could
be classified as hooked tubes, open tubes or bowties. The pres-
ence of both 3rTau and 4rTau reduced the number of hooked
and opened tubes.

To be sure the TEM preparation itself was not biasing the re-
sults, we verified that at a high concentration of botax (136 lM bo-
tax and 22.7 lM tubulin), more than 30% of MTs were open tubes.
We noticed, however, that even at such a high botax concentra-
tions, if saturating levels of 4rTau were present before the addition
of taxol, <5% of MTs were open tubes (data not shown). Thus, both
isoforms of tau suppress the formation of open MT structures, and
4rTau can do so even under conditions that otherwise support a
large number of open structures.

This result indicates that, if 3rTau causes a structural change
that enhances the rate at which luminal botax exchanges with bulk
botax, it is doing so at the pores, rather than on the tube as a whole.

There are few experimental trials to look the detail of the pores
in the absence or presence of ligands by cryo-EM and AFM. In ab-
sence of MAPs, only one among two types of pore has a similar size
with taxol ligand for diffusion. It suggests that 3rTau may increase
the pores and make passage faster [25,26,34]. But, structural
change in the pores by tau binding is inconclusive. Tau mainly
binds along protofilaments on MT exterior that there is no signifi-
cant change in the valley between protofilaments where the pore
exists [11,30]. At over-saturating concentration of tau, however,
tau forms dimer or oligomerization on MT surface [29,35]. This
clustering may interfere with taxol penetration but has been
poorly solved yet.

Besides the size of pore, we also considered the pore affinity
since taxol’s outer site has been revealed [32,36]. In study of Buey
et al., taxol binds to a site near the pore on MT exterior and then
reaches a kinetically unfavorable luminal site. The pathway of tax-
ol translocation is unknown, but this rate of this is same as kout in
our model. Thus, if 3rTau decreases the affinity of outer sites, the
passage rate increases. Structural studies elaborating on the com-
plex of MT with tau and taxol that reveal the size or affinity of
pores would be able to elucidate this mechanism.

Conclusions

There exists a dramatic isoform-dependent effect on botax
mobility among MTs at low botax concentrations. 3rTau sup-
presses botax rebinding, whereas 4rTau has no effect. 3rTau does
not alter the affinity of botax for its binding site, however, so its ef-
fect on rebinding must be explained either by it competing for the
botax-binding site, or by it inducing a structural change in the MT
wall. Current experiments cannot rule out both mechanisms, but
their plausibility are diminished by the fact that 4rTau which has
no effect on rebinding. Because 4rTau has all the same binding sites
with 3rTau, the inserted peptides in 4rTau, which is lack in 3rTau
and the strongest binding region to MTs, may a key region for iso-
forms dependent manner including dynamic instability, structural
changes and interacting with luminal side of MTs.
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